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Radically Authentic Tarot App Re-Releases with New Look, Same 
Cutting-Edge Technology 

Dvn8 version 2.0 boasts a sleek new interface, witchy tools for manifesting, 
and an easier-than-ever process for learning to read tarot cards. 
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DALLAS, Texas — April 19, 2023 — Right Alignment debuted a radical new version of their iOS tarot 
app Dvn8 (div•in•ate) today. Dvn8 uses patent pending technology to read users’ energy for personalized 
tarot readings. Dvn8’s proprietary algorithm, called Gyr8 (gy•rate), provides an authentic connection that 
random number generated readings can’t replicate. The latest update elevates the user experience 
exponentially with seamless navigation, new tools, and more. 


Divination is more accessible than ever with Dvn8’s simplified reading process that’s designed to 
maximize user intuition. Users can learn to manifest with Vision Boards that are tied to user-specific 
reading categories. Right Alignment has also bolstered their commitment to utilize inclusive language by 
offering a non-binary tarot option.


Right Alignment hopes to give Dvn8 users a respite from reality with tools for quiet reflection. “People are 
so overwhelmed these days. Dvn8 is a fun excuse to take a minute for yourself and get a new 
perspective, or to do some shadow work,” said founder Koa Wood. “For us, it’s less about fortune-telling 
and more about the user finding their own path to awareness.”


Wood’s partner and co-creator Chandler Ford expressed excitement about the app’s inclusivity 
campaign. “Our LGBTQIA+ representation is fundamental for us. We crafted our oracles to be gender-
neutral because that’s what we like to see in products we use personally,” said Ford. Dvn8’s new 
marketing campaign pokes fun at the app with campy graphics while highlighting integral features with 
sincerity.
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Dvn8 is a free app with in-app purchases available. It was originally released in June 2022 and has 
garnered over 30 five-star ratings on the Apple App Store in less than a year. Users praise the app for its 
accuracy and connection, crediting its energy-reading technology.


About Right Alignment 

Right Alignment is a software venture designed to raise consciousness through technology. Modern 
society often applies value to external sources while ignoring intuition, and Right Alignment seeks to 
build tools to bridge this gap. By promoting spiritual and psychological awareness, the company hopes 
to inspire reflection into the words people use and the actions they take. Right Alignment’s founder has 
led projects for some of the world’s largest companies, with a history of writing software for Apple 
devices since the days of NeXT computers. For more information, visit rightalignment.co or use the 
contact below.
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